Cell lineage-specific and developmental stage-specific controls of MHC class-II-antigen expression.
In this report we present evidence and we review data from our laboratory which indicate the genetic complexity of regulatory mechanisms controlling MHC class-II-gene expression. The MHC class-II genes can be expressed in 2 ways: in a constitutive fashion, as in B cells, and in an inducible fashion, as in macrophages, endothelial cells and certain tumors. In both cases the regulatory controls are mainly exerted at transcriptional level as a result of interactions between cis-acting regulatory DNA elements and trans-acting factors. The constitutive class-II-gene expression in B cells is under the control of developmentally regulated trans-acting factors with activator function and encoded by a series of genes, the AIR genes, one of which has been mapped in the mouse on chromosome 16. Interestingly, these regulatory mechanisms are conserved across species for at least 70 million years, because murine AIR-gene products can complement AIR gene defects of human B-cell mutants. The constitutive B-cell phenotype behaves as a dominant trait up to the plasma cell stage in which class-II-gene expression is lost because of the activation of suppressor factors which repress transcription and which, in turn, behave as a dominant trait in somatic cell hybrids between B cells and plasma cells. Thus positive and negative signals regulating class-II-gene expression may behave as dominant or recessive traits, depending upon the particular developmental stage of the cell in which they operate. The mechanisms controlling class-II expression in inducible cells are distinct from those mediating constitutive expression. Indeed, induction of these genes is not sufficient to complement AIR-gene defects in hybrids between macrophages and class-II-negative mutant B cells. In contrast, constitutive expression is dominant in hybrids between class-II-positive B cells and macrophages, suggesting that in uninduced cells class-II-gene activation does not take place more because of lack of activator factors than because of the presence of constitutive transcriptional suppressors. On the basis of these results, we propose a model for developmentally controlled MHC class-II-gene expression during ontogeny.